Abstract. Recent developments in volume visualization using standard graphics hardware provide an effective and interactive way to understand and interpret the data. Mainly based on 3d texture mapping, these hardware-accelerated visualization systems often use a cell-projection method based on a tetrahedral decomposition of volumes usually sampled as a regular lattice. On the contrary, the method we address in this paper considers the slicing problem as a restricted solution of the marching cubes algorithm [1, 2] . Our solution is thus simple, elegant and fast. The nature of the intersection polygons provides us with the opportunity to retain only 4 of the 15 canonical configurations defined by Lorensen and Cline and to propose a special look-up table.
Introduction
Interactivity is often regarded as a necessary condition to efficiently analyze volumetric data, and so obtaining fast enough rendering speeds has historically been a major problem in volume visualization systems. Over the last decade, a large number of methods have been developed to significantly improve traditional approaches, which are known to be very expensive with respect to CPU usage [3] . The generalized use of modern PC graphics boards is part of these recent advances to offer today's users a good level of interactivity [4] [5] [6] . The volume rendering algorithm that we have developed employs a novel technique that is centered on an efficient incremental slicing method derived from the marching cubes algorithm [1, 2] . This approach allows us to achieve interactive rendering on structured grids on standard rendering hardware. In this paper we present a brief overview of related work (Sec. 2), and review the basic concepts of direct volume rendering via 3d texture mapping (Sec. 3). We then describe in detail our incremental slicing algorithm together with an analysis of the results that we have obtained from our visualization system.
Background and related work
The two main categories of volume visualization techniques in popular use are surface extraction algorithms and direct volume rendering algorithms. The key idea of surface-based rendering is to extract an intermediate surface description of the relevant objects from the volume data [2] . In volume rendering, images are created directly from the volume data, and no intermediate geometry is extracted [7] . Our work is concerned with this second category, and in particular, with interactive volume rendering methods. Note, however, that we will make use of a technique first developed for the marching cubes surface-based rendering algorithm. A variety of software and hardware approaches are possible to implement direct volume rendering. They will typically employ one of two basic scanning strategies for traversing the volume:
Feed Backward Projection or Image Order Traversal. The pixels in the image plane are traversed and imaginary rays are cast through each pixel in the volume. The path of the ray determines the pixel value. Lavoy's raycasting algorithm is an example of image order traversal. Feed Forward Projection or Object Order Traversal. The data volume is traversed and each voxel in the volume is projected onto the image plane. Splatting [8] is a good example of an Object Order Traversal technique.
These strategies correspond to the image and object order rasterization algorithms. High quality volume rendering, at the cost of compute time, is provided by raycasting and splatting; lower quality, but faster rendering, is provided by shear-warp rendering [9] and texture-based methods. These faster methods will typically make use of graphics hardware to provide interactive rendering rates, and the latest generations of commodity graphics cards, such as NVidia GeForce and ATI Radeon families, are proving to be ideal for this purpose. In the following sections, we have classified algorithms that make use of commodity graphics cards into: projection-based methods and slicing-based methods. We then provide an overview of texture mapping methods for volume rendering.
Projection-based methods. Shirley and Tuchman [10] were amongst the first to use polygon rendering hardware support for approximate volume rendering. Based on a decomposition into tetrahedra of any part of three-dimensional data, the projected tetrahedra (PT) algorithm proceeds first by classifying each tetrahedron according to its projected profile in order to find the positions of the tetrahedra vertices after the perspective transformation and to decompose them into triangles. This idea of the PT algorithm has subsequently been re-used by many similar works since then. For example, Stein et al. [11] attempted to improve these approximations by employing a more accurate sorting algorithm.
Slicing-based methods. Slicing-based methods can be considered as an approximation of the previous methods, whereby the projections of the faces of a polyhedral element are approximated by a set of polygons. Yagel et al. [12] proposed a technique that allows the faces to be approximated by a polygon that represents its intersection with a sweep plane. They show that this technique can render visually comparable images faster without having to explicitly store any kind of vertex or face adjacency information which is necessary for most other methods. Other proxy geometry, such as spherical shells, may be used to eliminate artifacts caused by perspective projection [13] . More recently, Chopra and Meyer [14] have improved Yagel's incremental slicing method whereas Lensch et al. [15] have proposed a new paradigm based upon a slicing prism.
3 Slicing-based methods for hardware texture mapping
The OpenGL application programming interface provides access to the advanced per-pixel operations that can be applied at the rasterization stage of the graphics pipeline, and in the frame buffer hardware of modern graphics workstations. In particular, they provide sufficient power to render high resolution volume data sets with interactive frame rate using 2d or 3d texture mapping.
Object-aligned slicing. Support for 2d texture mapping is now a standard feature of modern graphics PCs, and is suitable for implementing object-aligned slicing.
The principle is similar to the shear-warp algorithm [9] . It involves storing a set of three rectilinear volume data sets, and using them as three perpendicular stacks of object aligned texture slices (Fig. 1 ). Slices are taken through the volume orthogonal to each of the principal axes and the resulting information for each slice is represented as a 2d texture that is then pasted onto a square polygon of the same size. The rendering is performed by projecting the textured quads and blending them back-to-front into the frame buffer. During the process of texture mapping the volume data is bilinearly interpolated onto a slice polygon. View-aligned slicing. The use of 3d texture mapping hardware has become a powerful visualization option for interactive high-quality direct volume rendering [16, 6] . The rectilinear volume data is first converted to a 3d texture. Then, a number of planes perpendicular to the viewer's line of sight are clipped against the volume bounding box. The texture coordinates in parametric object space are assigned to each vertex of the clipped polygons. During rasterization, fragments in the slice are trilinearly interpolated from 3d texture and projected onto the image plane using adequate blending operations (Fig. 2) . Proxy geometry characterization. The proxy geometry characterization step in the graphical pipeline can be specified by either enclosing rectangles of intersections, or polygons of intersections. The use of enclosing rectangles is a straightforward method of texture mapping cut-planes. Other approaches are more complex and require finding the polygon of intersection between a given cut-plane and the cube of data. Directly performed on the CPU or the GPU, this approach is faster for processing fragments, because one visits only those fragments that are inside the cube of data. The approach used by Kniss et al. [17] considers the following stages:
1. Transform the volume bounding box vertices into view coordinates. Unfortunately, this algorithm suffers from its re-ordering stage. Conversely, the method we propose provides an implicitly ordered sequence of vertices that can be directly drawn by OpenGL function calls. This novel, easy to use algorithm is described below.
MC slicing algorithm.
Marching cubes principle. Concisely, the original marching cubes algorithm allows one to efficiently polygonize an approximation of the intersection between a surface and a cube. The approximation is achieved through evaluating some predicate at the eight corners of the cube. The 256 possible solutions are known and stored in a precalculated table. Each entry of this table is a triplet sequence which indicates the edges hit by the surface and allows us to interpolate the intersection triangles.
Adjustments for slicing purposes. In our case, we have a singular surface and a single cube. The surface is a view-aligned plane, and the cube is the 3d texture. The predicate we test on each corner of this unit cube is defined as follows: "Is this corner deeper than the current plane?" (Algo. 1, line 1). When the intersection between the cube and the plane is not empty (0 vertex), it is either a triangle (3 vertices), a quad (4), a pentagon (5) or a hexagon (6) . As there is never more than one connected component, the 256 surfaces might be stored directly as polygons (Table 1) instead of triangle sets. In fact, these polygons are all convex and they can even be transmitted to OpenGL as triangle fans. For comparison purposes, we have implemented the usual Convex hull solution (Sec. 3). We have also developed a marching tetrahedra-like algorithm. Whereas MC slicing operates directly on a cube, MT slicing decomposes the same cube into six tetrahedra and computes the intersection between the slicing plane and each tetrahedron. There are fewer cases (16 instead of 256) and intersections are either triangles or quads when they exist. The main advantage offered by the original marching tetrahedra is that the resulting geometry does not suffer from the possible ambiguities of the marching cubes. Nevertheless, the simplicial decomposition involves more OpenGL primitives as we compute six intersections instead of one. Because there cannot be any ambiguity when intersecting a plane and a cube, we consider that the extra computational cost is not really worth it. Figure 4 presents the comparison between the three discussed methods. The performance measurements were obtained on a Linux platform equipped with an AMD Athlon XP 2200+ CPU and a GeForce 6800 TD graphic board using a viewport size of 704 × 576 pixels. The volume data (512 × 512 × 106 CT scan) is illustrated on Fig. 2 . Each technique has been run five times at five different sampling rates : 1×, 2×, 4×, 8× and 16× (distance between slices = 1/16). Algorithm 2 has also been coded with shading languages such as Cg or GLSL but we did not notice any real gain. The benchmarks present the number of frames per second reached without and with actual texturing process. We observe that, at low sampling rates, our method shortly accelerates the rendering. The real impact of our method can be observed with higher sampling rates: from 4× to 16×, the MC algorithm performs the same slicing as the other two approximately four and five times quicker. This major improvement in the performance is mainly due to the simplicity of the algorithm. Like the original marching cubes, our method owes its efficiency to the precalculation of a 2 Kbytes look-up table.
In summary, the two major advantages of the MC slicing approach are: it processes the whole cube without any tetrahedral decomposition; and it generates the surface vertices directly in the correct order. These advantages allow us to save on the CPU time and to achieve higher frame rates.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an accelerated slicing algorithm for interactive volume rendering of structured grids. Derived from the classic marching cubes, it requires a small amount of memory and provides adaptive rendering for improved image accuracy as well as progressive rendering for rapid feedback at interaction time. It is finally suited to exploit graphics hardware. There is a growing requirement for interactive volume visualization from medical applications. Collaborative work is beginning on developing a virtual reality simulator for interventional radiology procedures [19] , where fast and efficient rendering of patient specific data is a major requirement. We intend using the MC slicing algorithm to provide this requirement. This will enable us to further develop and refine the ideas presented in this paper.
